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Abstract: This paper addresses the problem of designing trojan detectors in neural networks1

(NNs) using interactive simulations. Trojans in NNs are defined as triggers in inputs that cause mis-2

classification of such inputs into a class (or classes) unintended by the design of a NN-based model.3

The goal of our work is to understand encodings of a variety of trojan types in fully connected4

layers of neural networks. Our approach is (1) to simulate nine types of trojan embeddings into dot5

patterns, (2) to devise measurements of NN states, and (3) to design trojan detectors in NN-based6

classification models. The interactive simulations are built on top of TensorFlow Playground with7

in-memory storage of data and NN coefficients. The simulations provide analytical, visualization,8

and output operations performed on training datasets and NN architectures. The measurements9

of a NN include (a) model inefficiency using modified Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence from uni-10

formly distributed states and (b) model sensitivity to variables related to data and NNs. Using the11

KL divergence measurements at each NN layer and per each predicted class label, a trojan detector12

is devised to discriminate NN models with or without trojans. To document robustness of such a13

trojan detector with respect to NN architectures, dataset perturbations, and trojan types, several14

properties of the KL divergence measurement are presented. For the general use, the web-based15

simulations is deployed via GitHub pages at https://github.com/usnistgov/nn-calculator.16

Keywords: neural network models; trojan attacks; security17

1. Introduction18

The problem of detecting trojans in neural networks (NNs) models has been posed19

in the Trojan in Artificial Intelligence (TrojAI) challenge [1] by the Intelligence Advanced20

Research Projects Agency (IARPA). For Rounds 1-4 of the TrojAI challenge, trojans in21

NNs are defined as triggers (local polygons or global filters) in input traffic sign images22

that cause misclassification of the input traffic sign class into another traffic sign class (or23

classes). When the poisoned NN-based model with trojan is used for inferencing, a user24

will not know about the introduced misclassification by adversaries unless the input for25

inferencing is presented with the trojan. With the widespread use of neural networks in26

life-critical applications, such as self-driving cars, the design of trojan detectors in NNs27

is driven by commercial and government agencies due to security concerns.28

Figure 1 illustrates the problem of traffic sign classification with and without a29

trojan. An adversary with access to training data could embed some trojans into the30

training collection. For example, a yellow region added to the stop sign in Figure 1 will31

change the classification outcome of the stop sign into a speed limit sign. The yellow32

region is considered as a trojan (or trigger) embedded in a stop sign region which will33

re-assign the images with trojan from class A (stop sign) to class B (speed limit 65).34

Addiitonal information about simulating trojans and injecting trojans into images in35

TrojAI challenge datasets can be found in Appendix A.36
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Figure 1. Trojan problem for traffic sign classification.

The requirements on such detection solutions are multi-faceted since trojan detectors37

must achieve satisfactory performance for any NN-based task, any NN architecture, any38

type of trojan, any type of trojan detection input, and under limited computational time39

and constrained hardware specifications. Our work is motivated by the need to gain40

basic insights about trojans, their interactions with NNs, and NN measurements that can41

indicate the presence of trojans. This work aims at providing an interactive simulation42

environment for (a) gaining such insights and (b) assessing the difficulty of detecting43

several trojan types.44

We address three specific problems in the aforementioned context. The first problem45

is in creating an interactive simulation environment for quick evaluations of (1) NN46

models with varying complexities and hyper-parameters, (2) datasets with varying47

manifold representation complexities and class balance ratios, and (3) measurements48

based on varying approaches and statistical analyses. The second problem lies in49

designing NN efficiency measurements with understood sensitivity to variations in NN50

architectures, NN initialization and training, as well as dataset regeneration. The third51

problem is in devising an approach to detecting trojans embedded in NN models.52

The problems come with associated challenges. The first challenge lies in the53

interactivity requirement. As of today, DL NN architectures are very complex; from 60K54

parameters in LeNet [2], to common networks having millions and billions of parameters55

(160 billion reported in [3]). Modern networks require hours or days to train on advanced56

graphics processing unit (GPU) cards [4]. The challenge of the second problem lies in57

the lack of explainable artificial intelligence (AI) [5] and AI mathematical models [6], [7],58

and [8]. The last challenge lies in the large search space of possible trojans, training data,59

DL NN architectures, and NN training algorithms that must be understood (see Section60

2 for additional references).61

Our approach is (1) to simulate nine types of trojan embeddings into dot patterns,62

(2) to devise measurements of NN states, and (3) to design Trojan detectors in NN-63

based classification models. The interactive simulations are built on top of TensorFlow64

Playground[9] and enable users to embed trojans into dot patterns, and perform storage65

and algebraic operations on datasets and NNs. As one part of the simulations, histograms66

of NN activities at each node and over each NN layer are computed as data inputs67

pass through the network (e.g., nodes/neurons are firing or not). These histogram68

distributions of activities at nodes and layers are visualized during simulations and69

used for deriving NN efficiency metrics. Efficiency of a NN model is understood as70

the utilization of all states available at each node and in each layer. For designing a71

trojan detector, it is assumed that NNs trained with trojans (TwT) have a higher efficiency72

than NNs trained without trojans (TwoT) because encodings of trojans requires engaging73

additional states.74
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The novelties of the work lie in:75

• extending TensorFlow Playground [9] into a trojan simulator for the AI community,76

• designing a Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence based measurement of NN ineffi-77

ciency,78

• devising an approach to detecting embedded trojans in AI models based on KL79

divergence.80

First, the authors conceived the concept of interactive neural network calculator81

in which (a) operands are 2D data and neural networks, (b) memory operations follow82

the operations provided by standard calculators (MC, MR, M+, M-, MS, AVG), (c) NN83

and data operators are applicable functions to design, parametrize, train, infer, and84

analyze (inefficiency, sensitivity) NN-based models, and (d) display of NN, data, and85

results is delivered in scrollable views of web browsers. In comparison to previous86

work, this is an extension to the Tensorflow Playground visualization developed in [9]87

for fully connected layers at small scale with additional constructed features and all88

NN calculator functionalities. Second, the authors designed a modified KL divergence89

measurement of NN states based on the parallels with information theory and based90

on computational cost considerations. In comparison to previous work, the modified91

KL divergence measurement is an extension to the NN efficiency and expressiveness92

concepts in [10] and [11]. Finally, the authors devised a methodology for trojan detection93

by investigating the simulations of multiple types of embedded trojans. In comparison94

to previous work, the trojan detection approach is an extension of the observation in [12]95

about pruned NNs having a higher resilience against adding malicious triggers. Thus,96

two identical models, one with and one without embedded trojan, will have different97

inefficiency/utilization measured by the modified KL divergence.98

The theoretical contribution is in having a well-defined measurement for assessing99

efficiency of NN models. The practical implications lie in the fact that the documented100

simulations in this paper and many other simulations can be used for educational and101

research purposes. Such simulations contribute to advancing explainable AI concepts by102

the AI community.103

2. Related Work104

The problem of trojan detection in NNs has many variations based on what informa-105

tion and computational resources are available for trojan detection (type of attack, type106

of model architecture, model coefficients, training data subsets, description of trojans,107

number of classes to be misclassified by embedding trojans, classes that are misclassified108

by trojans, models that have been trained with trojans, computational complexity limits109

imposed on the delivered solution, etc.). The Rounds 1-4 of IARPA TrojAI challenge [1]110

are characterized by an increasing number of variations while keeping the focus on111

traffic sign image classification task. Other challenges related to TrojAI have already112

been posed, for example, the Guaranteeing AI Robustness against Deception (GARD)113

challenge [13]. As of today, none of the challenges can be quantitatively described in114

terms of their difficulty level which motivates our work.115

In the previous work, the problem of trojans in AI has been reported from the view116

point of detecting trojans [14] [15], constructing trojan attacks [16], defending against117

trojans [17], and bypassing trojan detectors [18]. The problem of trojan presence is often118

related to the efficiency (or utilization) of DL NNs as introduced in the early publications119

about optimal brain [19] and optimal brain surgeon [20]. A few decades later, the topics120

of pruning links and trimming neurons are being explored in [21], [22], and [23] to121

increase an efficiency of Deep Learning (DL) NNs and to decrease NN model storage122

and computational requirements of model training. Our work is motivated by the past123

concepts of NN efficiency. However, our goal is to explore the hypothesis that NN124

models trained with trojans will demonstrate higher efficiency/utilization of NN than125

NN models trained without trojan. This hypothesis can be explained by the observations126

that encoding n predicted classes plus trojan will likely require a model with higher127
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Figure 2. Illustration of nine trojan embeddings in four datasets. Orange dot - class 1, blue dot -
class 2, red boundary encloses dots that represent a trojan embedding.

modeling capacity than encoding n predicted classes. One can illustrate this observation128

on the last layer of fully connected layers. If the last layer consists of one node, then129

the node output can discriminate only two classes. In order to discriminate/predict130

more than two classes, one must increase the modeling capacity to more nodes per layer.131

In comparison to previous work, our model efficiency-based approach is focused on132

reliable measurements in the context of trojan detection and is investigating questions133

about where trojans are encoded. We assume that the models TwoT and TwT are neither134

under-fitted nor over-fitted [24].135

The problem of gaining insights about DL NNs has been approached by (1) math-136

ematical modeling [6] (network layers), [7] (activation functions), [8] (wavelets), (2)137

feature and network visualizations [25] (across layers), [26](higher layers), [27] (discrim-138

inative features),[9] (fully connected layers at small scale), and (3) limited numerical139

precision of modeling to achieve ‘interactive’ response [28](quantized NN for mobile140

devices), [29] (binary weights for ImageNet), [30] (tradeoffs), [31] (binary NNs). Many141

insights are pursued with respect to representation learning [32], expressiveness [33],142

[10], and sensitivity and generalization (under- and over-fitting NN models) [34], [35].143

From all past work, we leveraged the mathematical framework in [6], visualization144

called Tensorflow Playground in [9], and efficiency and expressiveness concepts in [10]145

and [11].146

3. Methods147

3.1. Trojan Simulations148

Our objective is to understand how the characteristics of trojans affect trojan de-149

tection, i.e. the discrimination of models trained without trojan (TwoT) and trained150

with trojan (TwT). In order to meet this objective, generators of nine types of trojans are151

created in the extension of TensorFlow Playground. Trojan embedding characteristics152

are generalized and described by (1) number of trojans per class, (2) number of trojans153

per contiguous region, (3) shape, (4) size, and (5) location of trojans inside of a class154

region. Figure 2 illustrate the nine trojan embeddings. Table 1 in Appendix B includes155

details about each trojan embedding.156
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Figure 3. User interface for trojan simulator.

Once a trojan is embedded in a dot pattern, one needs to simulate training and157

inference using models TwoT and TwT. We extended TensorFlow Playground to enable158

operations on datasets and NN coefficients similar to the operations in a scientific159

calculator. We reused the symbols for MC, MR, M+, M-, and MS for clearing, retrieving,160

adding, subtracting, and setting memory with datasets (training and testing sets) and161

NN coefficients (biases and weights). The user interface is shown in Figure 3 (top left162

and middle left) where the standard five symbols are preceded with NN or D to indicate163

whether the operation is applied to NN or data. In addition, NN model averaging and164

dataset regeneration are included in order to study variability over multiple training165

sessions and random data perturbations. Evaluating combinations of datasets and NNs166

in real time enables one to explore full factorial experiments for provided factors.167

3.2. Design of Neural Network Measurements168

In this section, a NN inefficiency measurement is introduced from a histogram of169

NN states at each layer by using (1) KL divergence, (2) a reference state distribution, and170

(3) computational constraints.171

States of Neural Network: In order to derive NN inefficiency, one must measure172

and analyze states of NN layers as training data are encoded in a typical classification173

problem into class labels. A state of one NN layer is defined as a set of outputs from174

all nodes in a layer as a training data point passes through the layer. The output of175

a node is encoded as 1 if the value is positive and 0 otherwise. Thus, for a point dk176

from a 2D dataset with points [dk = (xk, yk), cj], k = 1, ..., npts and C = 2 classes177

c1 = orange/N(negative), c2 = blue/P(positive), it can generate one of 2nnodes possible178

states at a NN layer with nnodes nodes. Figure 4 (top) shows how to gather state179

information during training into a table and compute a histogram of states per layer and180

per class label. Each step of the process is outlined below.181

Representation Power Defined Via Neural Network States: The histogram of states182

is viewed as a probability distribution that indicates the utilization of a layer. In order183

to quantify the NN utilization, the parallels between neural network and communica-184

tion fields are leveraged in terms of (a) NN representation power/capacity (channel185

capacity in communications), (b) NN efficiency (channel efficiency), and (c) the universal186

approximation theorem [36] (source coding theorem [37]). According to the universal187

approximation theorem, we view the NN representation power (also denoted as expres-188

siveness or model capacity or model complexity) as its ability to assign a training class189

label to each training point and create accurate class regions for that class. For instance,190
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Figure 4. The computation of KL divergence from NN state information at each layer per class
label. Top left: states 0100, 110 and 10 at the three layers for an input point. Top right: tabular
summary of state information for a set of points dk. Bottom right: Combined histogram of states
for all layers and both class labels (one color per layer). Bottom left: KL divergence computed per
layer and class label. The KL divergence values can be used for comparison puprposes.

a NN must have at least two nodes (nnodes = 2) in the final layer in order to assign four191

class labels (i.e., C = 4 ≤ 2nnodes = 4→ {00, 01, 10, 11}).192

Once the layer node outputs (i.e., the state information shown Figure 4 (top)) are193

gathered, one can categorize the states across all nodes of a layer into four categories:194

1. One state is used for predicting multiple class labels.195

2. One state is used for predicting one class label.196

3. Multiple states are used for predicting one class label.197

4. States are not used.198

The first category is detected when a NN layer does not have enough nodes (insuffi-199

cient representation power). It could also occur when a NN layer does not contribute to200

discriminating class labels (poorly trained NN). The second and third categories suggest201

that a subset of data points associated with the same class label is represented by one or202

multiple states (efficient or inefficient representation). The number of states representing203

a class label could correlate with the within-class variability. The last category implies204

that a NN layer might have a redundant (inefficient) node in a layer for representing205

a class label. Thus, states at NN layers provide information about NN representation206

power as (1) insufficient, (2) sufficient and efficient, or (3) sufficient and inefficient. An207

ideal NN is sufficient and efficient. Figure 5 shows an example of a NN with a sufficient208

capacity and inefficient encoding in layer 1 of label P (blue).209

Neural Network Inefficiency of Encoding Classes: The use of KL divergence [38] is210

borrowed from the source coding theorem [37]. KL divergence is a measurement of211

how inefficient it would be on average to code a histogram of NN layer states per class212

label using a reference histogram as the true distribution for coding. From coding, the213

reference histogram is defined below as the outcome of a uniform distribution over214

states assigned to each label. Figure 4 (bottom) shows example results of KL divergence215

values derived per layer and per class label that can be used to compare against values216

obtained from other datasets; for instance, datasets with trojans.217

The rationale behind choosing entropy-based KL divergence with probability ratios218

is based on three considerations. First, entropy-based measurement is appropriate be-219

cause which state is assigned to predicting each class label is a random variable and a220

set of states assigned to predicting each class label is random. Second, probability-based221

measurement is needed because training data represent samples from the underlying222
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Figure 5. Example of multiple states in layer 1 used for predicting one class label P. Inefficiency
can be confirmed by removing two nodes in layer 1 in the simulation. The NN model accuracy
after removal is the same as before.

phenomena. Furthermore, while training data might be imbalanced (a number of sam-223

ples per class varies), all training class labels are equally important, and the probabilities224

of classes should be included in the measurement. Third, the divergence measurement225

reflects the fact that NN efficiency is measured relative to a maximum NN efficiency226

that is achieved when sets of states utilize the entire network capacity (representation227

power).228

Mathematical definition: Formally, let us denote Qj = {qij}n
i=1 to be a discrete prob-229

ability distribution function (PDF) of n measured NN states and Pj = {pij}n
i=1 to be230

the PDF of reference (ideal) NN states. The probabilities are associated with each state231

(index i) and each class label (index j). The KL divergence per class label j is defined at232

each NN layer in Equation 1.233

DKL(Qj ‖ Pj) =
n

∑
i=1

(qij ∗ log2
qij

pij
) (1)

where qij =
count(i,j)
pj∗npts is the measured count of states normalized by the probability234

pj of a class label j and the number of training points npts. The PDF of reference states235

per class label uniformly utilizes the number of states assigned to predicting each class236

label (i.e., 2 classes imply 1
2 of all states per label). The reference probability distribution237

is uniform across all assigned states. Thus, all reference probabilities can be computed as238

pij = m ∗ 1
n where m is the number of classes and n = 2nnodes is the maximum number239

of states (nnodes is the number of nodes per layer).240

Equation 1 for the Kullback–Leibler divergence is defined only if for all x, pij = 0241

implies qij = 0. Whenever qij = 0 the contribution of the corresponding term is242

interpreted as zero because limx→0(x ∗ log2 x) = 0 (see Appendix C). The case of “not243

defined” takes place when there are more non-zero states than the number of non-zero244

reference states (i. e., the cardinality of two sets satisfies the equation: |Set(qij 6= 0)| >245

|Set(pij 6= 0)|). This case indicates that a NN has insufficient representation power to246

encode input dataset into a class label.247

Expected properties of KL divergence: KL divergence will satisfy a list of basic prop-248

erties for varying datasets, features, and NN capacities. For example, given an input249

dataset and a set of features, KL divergence (inefficiency of class encoding) per layer250
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should increase for an increasing number of nodes per NN layer. In another example,251

given a NN capacity, KL divergence should decrease for datasets with added noise or252

trojans. The relative changes are expected to be larger than the KL divergence fluctua-253

tions due to data reshuffling, data regeneration from the same PDF or due to re-training254

the same NN (referred to as sensitivity of KL divergence).255

Computational Consideration About KL Divergence: The KL divergence computa-256

tion considers computational and memory complexities since it must scale with increas-257

ing numbers of class labels, nodes, and layers.258

Memory concerns: One should create a histogram with the number of bins equal up259

to 2nnodes per class label and per layer which can easily exceed the memory size. For260

example, if a number of classes is ≈ 10, a number of nodes is ≈ 100, and a number of261

layers is ≈ 100, then memory size is ≈ 2100 ∗ 10 ∗ 100 ≈ 1033 bytes. To minimize the262

memory requirements in our implementation, histogram bins are created and stored263

in memory only for states that occur when each training data point passes through264

the neural network. This implementation leads to the worst-case memory requirement265

scenario to be npts ∗ 10 ∗ 100 bytes.266

Computational concerns: One should align measured histograms per class label to267

identify the states uniquely encoding each class in order to avoid the “not defined” case of268

KL divergence or the case of the same state encoding multiple class labels. To eliminate269

the alignment computation in our implementation, the KL divergence definition is270

modified according to Equation 2. The computation of modified KL divergence D̂KL271

requires only collecting non-zero occurring states and calculating their histogram at the272

cost of approximating the originally defined KL divergence. The derivation of Equation273

2 with its approximation step can be found in Appendix C.274

D̂KL(Qj ‖ Pj) = ∑
i∈Set(qij 6=0)

(qij ∗ log2 qij)− log2
m
n

(2)

While KL divergence satisfies DKL ≤ 0, the modified KL divergence D̂KL can be275

negative for those cases when |Set(qij 6= 0)| > |Set(pij 6= 0)|. However, the negative276

value is lower bounded by Equation 3. For negative values, the NN layer is insufficient277

for encoding input data to class labels.278

max
Qj

(DKL(Qj ‖ Pj)− D̂KL(Qj||Pj)) = − ∑
i∈Set(qij 6=0)

(qij ∗ log2 pij)− log2
m
n

(3)

The rationale behind modified KL divergence is that (1) the alignment is not impor-279

tant for sufficient efficient and inefficient models (it is primarily important for insufficient280

models), (2) the approximation assumes pij 6= 0 at all non-zero states qij 6= 0 which281

yields negative modified KL divergence values as indicators of insufficiency, and (3) the282

alignment is important for detecting poorly trained models which could be using the283

same states for predicting multiple class labels while leaving all other available states in284

a NN layer unused. For the last case, it is assumed that all models were properly trained,285

and class labels are not assigned at random. Furthermore, the modified KL divergence286

addresses the problem of different within-class variations in training data which can287

lead to one class needing more allocated states than some other class. The modified288

KL divergence can be extended in the future by estimating within-class variations and289

assigning the number of states per class accordingly. In the following section, we show290

how to use the modified KL convergence to detect the presence of trojans in a network.291

3.3. Approach to Trojan Detection292

Our assumptions are that (1) the trojan detection can be performed only with293

datasets without trojans and (2) NN models with trojan and without trojan have the294

same accuracy. We can simulate many varying NN models, with 4 example datasets295
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Figure 6. Trojan detection using the delta between modified KL divergence of models TwoT

and TwT as defined in Equation 4. The values for dashed lines can be determined based on the
sensitivity of deltas to data regeneration and reshuffling, as well as to multiple NN initializations
and re-training.

containing 2 classes, and nine types of trojans. The simulations are run till the model296

accuracy is close to 100 % on training data (with or without trojan). The comparisons of297

modified KL divergence values are computed from TwoT and TwT models using datasets298

without trojans. The model TwT evaluated (inferred) with datasets without trojans might299

have an accuracy less than 100 % in simulations but the accuracy difference would be300

negligible in a real scenario.301

The comparisons are performed at each NN layer and for each class label. The302

simulation execution is interactive (i.e., execution time is on the order of seconds) and303

follows the steps: (1) Select data, (2) Train, (3) Store model, (4) Select other data, (5)304

Restore model, (6) Perform NN measurement. Our assumption is that the magnitudes305

of KL divergence for a NN model TwT embedded in a particular class are smaller than306

the magnitudes for a NN model TwoT for the same class. Our approach toward trojan307

detection is summarized in Figure 6. The axes correspond to the class-specific deltas308

between modified KL divergence of models TwoT and TwT. The dashed lines are set at a309

value σ that corresponds to the sensitivity of D̂KL to NN re-training as well as to data310

regeneration and re-shuffling. The notation “to” and “from” in Figure 6 refers to our311

inference about trojans causing data points “from” one class to be misclassified “to”312

another class based on the deltas defined in Equation 4 where P and N are the two313

classes shown as blue and orange in the web-based trojan simulations.314

∆(P) = D̂KL(TwoT/P)− D̂KL(TwT/P)

∆(N) = D̂KL(TwoT/N)− D̂KL(TwT/N)
(4)

4. Experimental Results315

4.1. Trojan Simulations316

Trojan simulations are implemented in TypeScript. The code is available from a317

GitHub repository with the development instructions and deployment via GitHub pages318

https://github.com/usnistgov/nn-calculator. The current list of features extracted from319

2D datasets includes X1, X2, X12, X22, X1 ∗X2, sin(X1), sin(X2), sin(X1 ∗X2), sin(X12 +320

X22), and X1+ X2. The code uses D3.js and Plotly.js JavaScript libraries for visualization.321

All analytical results are displayed in the simulator called NN Calculator (just below the322

NN graph visualization). The results consist of a state histogram (bins for both classes)323

https://github.com/usnistgov/nn-calculator
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Figure 7. Sensitivity of inefficiency to stochastic regeneration of datasets from the same distribu-
tion, retraining and no-training with different random initialization. The box plot shows values
computed from a set of standard deviations of modified KL divergence per layer and per class for
the four datasets.

and tabular summaries. The state histogram is interactive while the numerical results324

are presented as tables with a unique delimiter for easy parsing.325

To gain additional insights about state (although they might be computationally326

expensive for large NNs), simulations report also the number of non-zero histogram327

bins per class, the states and their counts per layer and per label for most and least328

frequently occurring states, the number of overlapping states across class labels and329

their corresponding states, and the bits in states that are constant for all used states330

for predicting a class label. The additional information is reported for the purpose of331

exploring optimal NN architectures and investigating NN model compression schemes.332

4.2. Neural Network Inefficiency333

KL Divergence Properties: We verified and quantified desirable properties of the334

modified KL divergence defined in Equation 2, such as decreasing inefficiency for335

increasing amount of added noise and increasing inefficiency for increasing number of336

nodes. The supporting results can be found in Appendix D.337

Sensitivity of Inefficiency Measurement: The sensitivity of NN inefficiency mea-338

surement is quantified with respect to (a) data reshuffling and regeneration, (b) NN339

re-training with different initialization, and (c) no-training as the worst-case of poor340

training. To look at the sensitivity of the NN inefficiency with respect to data regen-341

eration, the following steps are performed: a NN model is trained for a dataset and342

stored in memory. Next, four datasets are regenerated, and a standard deviation of343

inefficiency values are computed at each layer and for each class. Finally, the average344

value is computed over all standard deviations and the experiment is repeated for four345

2D datasets with the results presented in Figure 7. From the data regeneration points in346

in Figure 7, it is concluded that the average of standard deviations in inefficiency values347

larger than 0.1 will indicate dissimilarity of models by other factors.348

Similar sensitivity experiments are performed for no-training and retraining with349

random initialization. Figure 7 includes the results for four datasets. The sensitivity to350

retraining is bounded to approximately the average of inefficiency standard deviations351

equal to 0.46 while the same value for no-training is about 5 to 8 times larger and appears352

to be proportional to the complexity of the class distribution.353

Comparison of Inefficiencies for Trojan Types: Comparisons of models TwoT and354

TwT were conducted using a NN with 6 hidden layers, 8 nodes per layer and 5 features355

including X1, X2, X12, X22, and X1 ∗ X2. The algorithmic and training parameters are356
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Figure 8. Comparison of inefficiencies between models TwoT and TwT, and embedded orange
trojans T1 and T2 with different sizes (see Figure 2, top row). The plot shows the values of ∆(P)
and ∆(N) for T1 and T2 at each NN layer.

set to learning rate: 0.03, activation: Tanh, regularization: none, ratio of training to test357

data: 50 %, and batch size: 10.358

Figure 8 shows the delta between modified KL divergence values of models TwoT359

and models TwT for the two classes P (blue) and N (orange) and for the two trojans (T1360

and T2) of different sizes (Figure 8 left). For both trojans, the delta KL divergence values361

are positive for the P (blue) class and negative for the N (orange) class: ∆(P) > 0.454362

and ∆(N) < −0.702. These values imply that a trojan is embedded in class P (blue) in363

both trojan cases and is encoding class N (orange) according to Figure 6 (“From P to N”364

→misclassified points labeled as P to N). Furthermore, as the size of a trojan increased365

from T1 to T2 by a size factor of 2.25, the ratio of deltas increased by 2.24 for class N and366

by 2.37 for class P (see Appendix C).367

Figure 9 illustrates the delta between modified KL divergence values of models368

TwoT and models TwT for the trojans T8 and T9 whose embeddings differ in terms of the369

number of classes and the number of class regions. First, one can observe for trojan T8370

that ∆(T8/P) > 0.48 and ∆(T8/N) < −0.769. These values imply that the trojan T8 is371

embedded in class P (blue) according to Figure 6 (“From P to N”).372

We recorded much lower delta values for the trojan T9 than in the previous com-373

parisons. This indicates the much higher complexity of modeling the spiral dataset374

than circle, exclusive OR, or Gaussian datasets and therefore lower inefficiency values375

measured at NN layers. Based on the sensitivity values shown in Figure 7 (0.1 for data376

regeneration and 0.5 for re-training), one could infer that the trojan T9 is likely in both377

classes based on the placement of the point [∆(T9/P) > −0.034, ∆(T9/N) > 0.035] in378

Figure 6 (i.e., the sub-spaces “From N”, “From P”, “Not detectable”, and “From N to P”379

+ “From P to N”).380

Due to the discrete nature of the spiral pattern, the P class (blue) occupies a longer381

curve than the N class (orange). This contour length ratio (P : N ≈ 12.31 : 7.33) can382

explain why (∆(T9/P) > ∆(T9/N) for almost all layers. However, we are not able to383

make any inferences about the number of regions from Figure 9 (right) other than that the384

complexity of modeling class P or N in the case of T8 is more inefficient than modeling385

class P and N in the case of T9 by comparing the deltas of modified KL divergence386

values.387

5. Discussion about Trojan Detection388

Entropy-based measurements from state histograms: One option to incorporate the389

computational constraints and remove the need for histogram alignment would be to390

replace KL divergence by entropy of a state histogram normalized by maximum en-391
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Figure 9. Comparison of inefficiencies between models TwoT and TwT, and embedded trojans T8
and T9 with different number of classes (1 or 2) and class regions (1 or 4).

tropy [11]. This metric can be computed per layer and per class label, but it has the same392

issue of negative values as the KL divergence metric while limiting the dynamic range393

of measurements.394

If one would always evaluate a pair of models (i.e., comparing models TwoT and395

TwT for trojan detection), then one could use Jensen–Shannon divergence [39] instead396

of KL divergence. Jensen–Shannon divergence is symmetric and yields always a finite397

value. We preferred the KL divergence because evaluating one NN is more general than398

evaluating pairs of NNs.399

Trojan detection algorithm: One can obtain several additional useful insights from400

interactive analyses in the web-based trojan simulator before designing trojan detection401

algorithms. Some of them are presented in Appendix E. In many of the results, it is402

apparent that the encoded class information is not in one layer but spread across multiple403

layers. Thus, trojan detection must include comparisons of vectors of D̂l
KL across all404

layers l. Furthermore, the encoding of the same training data in NN can have multiple405

solutions, especially in inefficient NN and therefore the comparison of vectors of D̂l
KL406

must include again a statistical nature of such solutions. Finally, the last layers carry407

less information about trojans because they serve the purpose of a final decision maker408

which should appear fair for datasets without trojans. This could be accommodated409

by weighting the layer-specific vector elements. From a global algorithmic design410

perspective, designing an actual trojan detector must still consider the trade-offs of411

doing all pair-wise model comparisons versus clustering all vectors of D̂l
KL to identify412

the cluster of model TwoT.413

Complexity of trojan problems: The trade-off for interactivity of analyses is the414

input limitation to 2D dot patterns, the NN limitation to less than 7 hidden layers and415

9 nodes per layer due to screen size, and the limitation to custom designed features416

derived from 2D dot patterns. In addition, by leveraging Tensorflow Playground [9], we417

limited our study to trojan encodings only in the fully connected layers on NNs and to418

only two class prediction problems.419

Given the current trojan detection approach, the complexities of trojan problems420

arise in the relationships between model capacity, size of input data space, characteristics421

of trojan embedding, the number of predicted classes, and the number and selection422

of provided training data points per class with respect to the within-class variability423

(i.e., number, shape, and location of regions per class). As one transitions analyses from424

the trojan simulator to actual NNs, the model capacity goes from ten to thousands of425

features, from six to hundreds of hidden layers, and from eight to hundreds of nodes426

per layer. The size of input data space goes from 2D space constrained by 12 units x 12427

units to grayscale and color images with millions of pixels with constrained variability428
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by the application domain. Finally, the number of classes goes from two to hundreds429

or thousands. Given such an increase of problem complexities and without knowing430

the characteristics of trojan embedding, the number and selection of provided training431

data points per class become the key to detecting trojans. In addition, for NN models432

predicting large numbers of classes, the combinatorial complexity of triggered classes433

and targeted classes is much higher than for NN models predicting two classes.434

6. Summary and Future Work435

We presented a web-based trojan simulator with measurements and visualization436

of NN states. The NN states were used to measure inefficiency of class encoding in437

NN models by calculating KL divergence. The KL divergence has been thoroughly438

investigated for the purpose of detecting trojans embedded in NN models. In addition439

to implementing an interactive web-based trojan simulator for gaining insights, we440

have built the mathematical foundation for designing trojan detectors with a variety of441

characteristics.442

In our on-going and future work, the NN inefficiency measurements are explored443

in a variety of NN architectures including ResNet, DenseNet, and Inception. The future444

research also includes questions about the modules in NNs from which to collect mea-445

surements (e.g., before or after modules representing convolutions, batch normalizations,446

rectified linear units, etc.). These research questions go beyond the simulations focused447

on measurements of the fully connected layers as the NN architectures become more448

complex over time.449
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Appendix A Trojan Description462

We are primarily focusing on trojans in NNs that cause misclassification during463

inference and are introduced by an adversary and not by a poor NN model performance.464

In order to achieve adversary misclassification, the trojan embedding must not change465

NN accuracy evaluated by using data without trojans. The minimum loss of accuracy466

during trojan embedding depends on:467

1. the number of classes per dataset,468

2. the number of contiguous regions per class,469

3. the shape of each region, and470

4. the size of each region.471

It is assumed that a class can occupy multiple disconnected manifolds (multiple contigu-472

ous regions in 2D) which is common in classes that contain a diversity of unspecified473

sub-classes. These dependencies can be simulated in NN Caculator for a fixed number474

of two classes and nine specific trojan embedding types in 2D datasets.475

A data poisoning example is simulated in Figure A1, where the NN-based classifier476

is trained to classify a set of 2D points into class A. The dataset consists of 2D points inside477
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Figure A1. An example of data poisoning simulation.

Figure A2. A data poisoning procedure in the TrojAI challenge datasets for Rounds 1 to 4.

of a blue disk (a foreground object) and points inside of an orange region (background).478

An attacker can inject a small triangular region inside of a blue disk region and trained479

the NN classifier to misclassify the datasets with a blue disk into another class (in this480

case into a background class).481

A data poisoning procedure in the TrojAI challenge datasets for Rounds 1 to 4 is482

illustrated in Figure A2. In this case, a simulated traffic sign (the foreground object)483

is superimposed on top of a background image to define a class A for the traffic sign.484

A small polygon is superimposed on top of the traffic sign to defined a class B inthe485

poisoned training data. Multiple types of triggers and trigger characteristics are included486

in the TrojAI challenge datasets.487

Appendix B Characteristics of Trojan Embedding488

Trojan simulator contains a slider bar for embedding trojans. Nine trojans are489

illustrated in Figure 2. Table 1 summarizes the details of those nine trojans as used in490

multiple datasets. The details provide deeper understanding about correlations between491

inefficiency measurements and the trojan embedding characteristics.492

Appendix C Additional Formulas for KL Divergence493

Definition of KL divergence: Table 2 presents the theoretical definition of KL diver-494

gence with respect to input probabilities qij and pij.495

Derivation of modified KL divergence: A modified KL divergence is derived from496

the KL divergence definition as shown in Equation 5. The approximation takes place497
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Table 1: Trojan embedding characteristics

Trojan
embedding

Reference
dataset

Num.
per

class

Num.
per

region
Shape Size

Location
per

region

T1 Circle
1

orange 1 circle π
[Center : [0, 0],

r = 1.0]

T2 Circle
1

orange 1 circle 2.25π
[Center : [0, 0],

r = 1.5]

T3
Exclusive

OR
1

orange 1 square 4
[x = 1.5, y = 3.5,

w = 2, h = 2]

T4
Exclusive

OR
1

orange 1 square 4
[x = 2.5, y = 4.5,

w = 2, h = 2]

T5
Exclusive

OR
1

blue 1 square 4
[x = −3.5, y = 3.5,

w = 2, h = 2]

T6
Exclusive

OR
2

orange 1 square
4

per
region

[x = 1.5, y = 2.5,
w = 2, h = 2]

[x = −3.5, y = −1.5,
w = 2, h = 2]

T7 Gaussian
1 in
each
class

1 circle
π

per
class

[Center : [2, 2],
r = 1]

[Center : [−2,−2],
r = 1]

T8 Spiral
4

orange 4 curve 7.33 (orange) |x− y|/
√

2 < 1.0

T9 Spiral
4 in
each
class

4 curve
7.33 (orange)
12.31 (blue) |x− y|/

√
2 < 1.0

Table 2: Definition of KL divergence

pij \ qij qij = 0 qij 6= 0

pij = 0 0 not defined
pij 6= 0 0 defined
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Figure A3. Inefficiency property as a function of added noise. If noise is added to training
data as shown in the left bottom, then inefficiency (modified KL divergence) goes down for the
same neural network architecture shown in the left top. The right plot shows the dependency of
inefficiency on noise level per class and layer.

when we assume that pij =
m
n , ∀i ∈ Set(qij 6= 0). The last simplification uses the fact that498

∑i∈Set(qij 6=0)(qij) = 1.499

DKL(Qj ‖ Pj) =
n

∑
i=1

(qij ∗ log2
qij

pij
) =

=
n

∑
i=1

(qij ∗ log2 qij)−
n

∑
i=1

(qij ∗ log2 pij) =

∑
i∈Set(qij 6=0)

(qij ∗ log2 qij)−
n

∑
i=1

(qij ∗ log2 pij) ≈

≈ ∑
i∈Set(qij 6=0)

(qij ∗ log2 qij)− log2
m
n
∗ ∑

i∈Set(qij 6=0)
(qij) =

= ∑
i∈Set(qij 6=0)

(qij ∗ log2 qij)− log2
m
n

= D̂KL(Qj ‖ Pj)

(5)

Average ratio of deltas for T1 and T2: The trojans T1 and T2 are related via their500

size since the location is the same. As documented in Section 4, there is a relationship501

between the trojan size change and ∆(P) and ∆(N) changes. Equation 6 documents how502

the average ratio of deltas is computed for each class for the NN with 6 hidden layers503

(plus the output) and 8 nodes per layer.504

Ratio(N) =
1
7

6

∑
l=0

D̂l
KL(TwoT(2)/N)− D̂l

KL(TwT(2)/N)

D̂l
KL(TwoT(1)/N)− D̂l

KL(TwT(1)/N)
= 2.24

Ratio(P) =
1
7

6

∑
l=0

D̂l
KL(TwoT(2)/P)− D̂l

KL(TwT(2)/P)

D̂l
KL(TwoT(1)/P)− D̂l

KL(TwT(1)/P)
= 2.37

(6)

Appendix D Properties of Modified KL Divergence505

Property for Increasing Amount of Added Noise: Figure A3 shows the decreasing506

values of inefficiency for both class labels and at all layers of NN. The negative values507

for layer 2 and class N (labeled as 2-N in Figure A3, right)) indicate that the network has508

insufficient capacity for encoding the noisy input data.509

Property for Increasing Number of Nodes: Figure A4 illustrates the increasing val-510

ues of inefficiency for both class labels at layer 0 and equal to a constant 1 at layer 1. The511
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Figure A4. Inefficiency property as a function of added number of nodes per layer (right). If nodes
are added to a NN layer (left bottom), then inefficiency (modified KL divergence) goes up for the
input dataset (circle in left top).

last layer 2 verifies that the NN was trained to a high accuracy and therefore its value is512

always 0.513

Property for Increasing Number of Layers: The number of layers are varied from 1514

to 5 layers while keeping the same number of 4 nodes per layer and 2 feature inputs515

X1 and X2 as illustrated in Figure A5 (left). While retraining the same NN three times,516

average and standard deviation of the modified KL divergence values are computed per517

layer and per class.518

Figure A5 (top right) shows the average inefficiency per layer and class as the519

number of layers is increasing. The last layers in each NN are associated with higher520

inefficiency values (diagonal values) but one cannot unequivocally confirm increasing521

inefficiency with the increasing number of layers. The average of average inefficien-522

cies across all layers is 1.48, 1.667, 1.864, 1.683 and 2.054 for NNs with the number of523

layers equal to 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively. This numerical sequence, as well as similar524

sequences computed for each class label separately, also indicate that comparing models525

with different architectures must be performed at the state level as opposed to at the526

layer statistics level (i.e., KL divergence).527

Figure A5 (bottom right) quantifies the standard deviation associated with the528

three retraining runs. The average of standard deviations across all NN layers is529

0.092, 0.089, 0.098, 0.073, and 0.069 for NNs with the number of layers equal to 1, 2, 3, 4,530

and 5 respectively. These averages are lower than the average value 0.364 shown in531

Figure 7 for retraining the dataset Circle. The differences are due to the different NN532

capacities as documented by much smaller average inefficiencies of the compared NNs533

here than the average inefficiency of 5.318 in the case of a NN with 7 hidden layers and534

8 nodes per layer. These comparisons assume that each model was trained to reach the535

same classification accuracy.536

Appendix E Additional Comparisons of Trojans537

Comparison of trojans with location shift (T3 and T4): The placement of T4 caused538

for the NN to become instable. We observed that even after more than 2000 epochs, the539

accuracy could not reach close to 100 % as illustrated in Figure A6. This is confirmed by540

computing negative modified KL divergence values which indicate that the NN model541

TwT is insufficient to represent the training data. As a consequence, the fluctuation of542

inefficiency values is larger than in a stable well-trained model. This illustrates that543

adversaries also face a challenge when choosing the characteristics of embedded trojans544

in order to conceal them by achieving close to 100 % classification accuracy.545

Comparison of trojans embedded in different classes (T3 and T5): The trojans T3 and546

T5 are symmetric in terms of their embedding in class P (blue region) or class N (orange547
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Figure A5. Inefficiency property as a function of added number of layers combined with sensitivity
to model retraining. Average and standard deviation of KL divergence per layer and per class are
computed from three training runs with 100 epochs per run.

Figure A6. Instability of training models TwT and embedded trojan T4 with horizontal shift of a
location within a class region with respect to T3. Left - initial dataset. Right - training result after
more than 2000 epochs.
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Figure A7. Comparison of inefficiencies between models TwoT and TwT, and embedded trojans T3
in class P and T5 in class N of the same approximate size within one class region.

Figure A8. Comparison of inefficiencies between models TwoT and TwT, and embedded trojans T6
and T7 with square and circle shapes.

region). We observe this symmetry in Figure A7 as the deltas have inverse signs for548

classes P and N ( ∆(T6/P) > ∆(T6/N) and ∆(T7/P) < ∆(T7/N) except for layer 0).549

While the chosen locations for embedding trojans T3 and T5 can yield close to 100 %550

classification accuracy, the models heavily depend on the NN initialization. Therefore,551

we did not compare the inefficiency across the two trojans.552

Comparison of trojans with varying shape (T6 and T7): Figure A8 summarizes the553

delta between modified KL divergence values of models TwoT and models TwT for the554

trojans T6 and T7 of different shapes (circle and square) and embedded into both P and555

N classes. All deltas are positive for both classes and for all layers except from the last556

layer (T6, Class N: δ = −0.047 and T7, Class P: δ = −0.284). Following Figure 6, these557

values imply that the trojan is in both classes. The values in the last layer indicate that558

the model TwT had a hard time accurately encoding the trojan.559

It is difficult to infer anything about the trojan shapes from Figure A8(right) because560

the delta curves depend on the very many possible spatial partitions of the 2D space to561

classify training data points accurately. Nonetheless, one can infer from Figure A8 (right)562

that the spatial partition allocated for the class P in a model TwT T6 is larger than the563

in a model TwT T7 (i.e., D̂KL(TwoT(6)/P)− D̂KL(TwT(6)/P) > D̂KL(TwoT(7)/P)−564

D̂KL(TwT(7)/P)). This can be visually confirmed for class P (blue) in Figure A8(left)565

as the model TwT T6 occupies a larger partition than in the model TwT T7 (i.e., blue566

area is larger in Figure A8 left middle then in left bottom). A similar inference can567

be derived for class N as D̂KL(TwoT(6)/N)− D̂KL(TwT(6)/N) < D̂KL(TwoT(7)/N)−568

D̂KL(TwT(7)/N).569
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